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Wall Hanging 
Finished size: approx. 29½" x 38"

1. Fussy cut the panel as shown, allowing for ¾" to 1" 
even width of oragne dot around the edges. 

2. Cut a 1¼ yard piece of backing fabric of your choice. 
I used F8322-J (allover Pumpkin Vine on black). Quilt 
as desired.

3. Cut 4 - 2½" strips of F18505-J (black tweed) across 
width of fabric for binding. Bind your wall hanging!

Or, cut the panel apart and make 
several little projects!

Table Runner
Finished size: 14" x 33"

1. Fussy cut the top long 'Halloween' block to 
8½" x 27½" centering motif as shown below.

2. Cut 2 - 1" strips of F8324-0 (orange ric rac) across 
width of fabric. Cut the strips into 2 - 1" x 27½" and 
2 - 1" x 9½" lengths. 

3. Cut 2 - 2½" strips of F8325-Z (fall colored pennies) 
across with of fabric. Cut the strips into 2 - 2½" x 28½" 
and 2 - 2½" x 13½" lengths.

4. Cut 3 - 1" strips of F8324-G (green ric rac) across 
width of fabric. Cut the strips into 2 - 1" x 32½" and 
2 - 1" x 14½" lengths.

5. Assemble top of table runner as shown.

Or
You can cut the panel apart and make 

several little projects:

A table runner from the top long block.
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The  rst and most obvious project
is a wall hanging.
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6. Cut 2 - 14½" x 17¼" pieces of a backing flannel of 
your choice. Using a ½" seam, sew the two backing 
pieces together (leaving about a 7" opening in the 

middle as shown) to make the back which should 
measure 14½" x 33½".



7. Cut a 14½" x 33½" piece of batting.

8. Place the table runner top and back, right sides 
together. Place the batting on the wrong side of the 
table runner top. Using a ¼" seam, sew around all 
three pieces.
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9. Turn the table runner right side out through the 
opening in the back making sure to push the corners 
out as far as possible. Press. Sew the opening in the 
back closed.

10. Stitch in the ditch where the green ric rac fabric 
meets the fall colored penny flannel to make a faux 
binding. Quilt the remainder of the table runner as 
desired.

Pot holders
Finished size: 9" square

1. Fussy cut an 8½" square centering one of the motif 
blocks.

2. Cut a 9½" square of a backing fabric of your choice.

3. Cut 2 - 1" x 8½" and 2 - 1" x 9½" strips of a faux 
binding fabric of your choice. Cut a 2" x 5" piece of 
the same fabric (or a different fabric for a little more 
whimsy) for the hanger of your pot holder.

4. Border the fussy cut center block with the faux 
binding strips as shown.

5. To make the hanger for the pot holder, fold the long edges 
of the 2" x 5" piece of flannel to the center, wrong sides to-
gether - about ½" in on both sides. Fold in half lengthwise 
once again. Sew a seam close to the edge of the side with the 
two folded edges as shown.

6. Fold the hanging loop in half and place it on the corner of 
the potholder where you want it to be and pin in place. Then 
place a 9½" square of batting on the wrong side of the pot 
holder top. Place the backing over the pot holder top with 
right sides together. Using a ¼" seam, sew all the way around 
the three layers of the pot holder leaving an opening along 
one side for turning. 

7. Trim away excess batting and fabric in the corners. Turn 
right side out and press. Sew opening closed and quilt as 
desired. You may only want to stitch in the ditch where the 
faux binding material meets the fussy cut center square.

leave opening for turning



Trick or Treat Bag 
Finished size: 13" x 16"

1.Cut 1 - 14" x 42", 1 - 9 ½" x 14", 1 - 6" x 14", and 
2 - 2¾" x 9 ½" pieces from a flannel of your choice for 
the body and lining of the bag. (I used F8322-J all over 
pumpkin vine on black)

2. Fussy cut an 8½" square from F8320-B centering one 
of the motif blocks.

3. Cut 2 - 1" x 8½" and 2 - 1" x 9½" strips from a fab-
ric of your choice for bordering the motif block. 
(I used F8324-G green ric rac.)

4. Using a ¼" seam, sew the pieces of the bag together 
as shown below.

5. Fold the bag in half with right sides together. Finger 
press a crease to mark the center. Then sew the short ends 
together using a ½" seam allowance and back stitching at 
both ends of the seam (see below.) Press the seam open.

6. Now, fold the 'loop' so that the ½" seam is centered and 
lines up with the finger pressed center fold. Pin down both 
sides. Using a ¼" seam, sew one side leaving a 4" opening 
centered across the ½" seam. Sew the entire length of the 
other side.

7. Clip corners and turn right side out through the hole. 
Slip the lining half of the bag inside the bag. Press. Make 
sure to press the raw edges at the opening toward the in-
side.

8. Stitch around the top of the bag opening 2" down from 
the top edge. Stitch around the top again, 1" down from the 
top edge, forming a 1" casing.

9. Thread a 1 yard 
length of 1" ribbon 
through the casing. 
Tie the two ends of 
the ribbon together. 
Pull the ribbon and 
draw the bag closed.



Little Halloween Sign
Finished size: 5" x 13"
(not including hanging ribbon)

1. Fussy cut a 3 ¼" x 11 ¼" piece from the small 
border strip of motifs at the bottom of the pan-
el that centers the decroative word 'Halloween'.

2. Cut 2 - 1 ½" x 11 ¼" and 2 - 1 ½" x 5 ¼" strips 
of F8324-0J and border the fussy cut 'Hallow-
een' sign with the strips. First, sew the 11¼" 
strips to the top and bottom and then sew the 
5¼" strips to both ends. Press.

3. Cut a 4" x 12" piece of cardboard. Center the cardboard on the back side of the bordered 'Halloween' sign. Pull extra 
edges of the pieced sign (about 3/8" all the way around) to the backside of the cardboard and glue or tape in place.

4. Cut out wool backing piece using the pattern provided.

5. Cut a 15" piece of ribbon for hanging.

6. Center the cardboard covered sign, right side up on the center of the wool backing and place the ends of the ribbon 
between the sign and backing as shown. Glue the sign to the wool backing catching the ends of the ribbon in between 
the two. I prefer to use a glue gun because I like to have the project finished right away, but you could also use a fabric 
glue. If you do choose to use fabric glue, I think I would glue everything in place and then place a heavy book on top 
while it dries to keep the layers tight together.

fo
ld

Half of
the wool
background 
template

Cut 1 whole 
background of 
black wool.



YOUR CHOICE

Table
Runner

Panel
(upper portion)
MASF8320-K or B

Inner Border
MASF8324-O
⅛ yd

Outer Border
MASF8325-Z
⅓ yd

Binding
MASF8324-G
⅛ yd

Backing
Your Choice
½ yd

  Wall Hanging

Panel
MASF8320-K or B
1 panel

Backing
MASF8322-J 
1¼ yds

Binding
MASF18505-J 
⅓ yd

Trick or 
Treat Bag

Panel
(8" block of choice)
MASF8320-K or B

Small Border
MASF8324-G
3" x 10" piece

Bag Body
MASF8322-J 
½ yd

YOUR CHOICE

(BLACK WOOL
SUGGESTED)

Pumpkin Party Project fabrics from Pumpkin Party Flannel and Woolies Flannel 
by Bonnie Sullivan for Maywood Studio

Little
Halloween
Sign

 

Panel
(bottom portion)
MASF8320-K or B

Border
MAS8324-OJ
8" x 12" piece 

Backing
Your Choice
6" x 13" piece

YOUR
CHOICE

Pot Holder

 

Panel
(8" block of choice)
MASF8320-K or B

Faux Binding
MASF8325-O
1" x WOF strip 

Backing
Your Choice
9½" square


